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Most successful influencers for brand campaigns Marketeers believe influencer marketing
is important for their brands

   The Value of Influencer Marketing

10%

A popular person in the community with a large
audience (Followers) and appealing content
Those who are subject matter experts 
regardless of follower count
Loyal and long-term customers

A real world celebrity

Those who act as ongoing ambassadors

Anyone who actively talks about our brand

Challenges faced working with 
social media influencers 

Do you feel that fees requested by social media influencers
are reasonable?

Measuring Influencer Marketing

Top platforms for Influencer Marketing 

43%

18%
14%

24%

Free products

$1000-$10,000 USD
$10,000 - $30,000 USD

$30,000 USD +

Budget assigned per social media influencer campaign?

94%

55%

51%

51%

20%

39%

22%44%

67%

45%

40%

51%

59%

 Good marketing ROI
 A storytelling tool for our brand
An alternative to traditional advertising efforts

Helps us reach Millennials

Helps us tap into the digital community and

be present on social media platforms

$
$

$
$

$$

$

Brand mentions 

Event coverage

Product reviews 

Sponsored content 

Long-term 
ambassadorship 

Service trials 

 Reach Various Groups & Demographics

Communication during assignment
Negotiating terms and conditions
Finding relevant influencers

Controlling content and messages

Timely delivery of content
Rates and budgets

Uncertainty on ROI
55%
41%

35%
39%

31%
29%
24%

Cost per engagement (CPE)
Cost per click (CPC)

Cost per acquisition (CPA)

How do social media influencers charge you?
Pay per post or video

Free products or experiences

47%
47%

6%
29%
41%

Do you request social media influencers to publish 
a disclaimer or reveal that their content is sponsored? 

 A total sample size of 100 In-house marketeers and communication specialists
        participated in the survey carried out in partnership with

45% 2%63% How do brands manage
influencers?

Sales / Business results
Engagement (Comments, shares, likes)
Traffic to website
Impressions
Reach

18%
29%

37%10%

6%

 Marketeers work with
social media influencers

49%
39%

15%
21%

10%

9%
7%

Types of Engagement between
     Influencers & Brands

Inhouse OtherAgencies

37%63%Yes No

53% Facebook

5% Personal

 14% Instagram

4% LinkedIn

10% Twitter 10% Youtube

2% Snapchat 2% Pinterest Yes, all the timeNeverSometimes

YouGov®

Influencer Marketing Survey withYouGov®


